
Return to Play – Map of Hilliard Davidson Main Gym 

 

 



Return to Play Expectations 

 
Bus Drop Off and Parking: Avery Rd. Entrance - Buses can park in the Parking Lot “RED X” 
Player/Coach Entrance:  Athletes and Coaches can enter and exit at “Orange Arrow Entrance” 
Locker room Access: 

 Our locker rooms will be unlocked, but players are to remian outside.  If they need to use the restroom, please send no more than two in 
at a time in order to keep social distancing.   

 Please have players wear their uniforms on the bus. 
Spectators: 

 Spectators – Will Enter through entracne on the the Avery Rd. side of Davidson HS (B4) – Masks on and Socially Distanced.  They will enter 
the HS by following the directional arrows.  They will proceed into the building where two tix workers will help with directing  them to 
their designated sitting area in the stands.  Freshman parents will be directed toward the Field House.  JV and Varisty Visitor Spectators 
will be direted to the balcony on the West side of the main Gym.  JV and varsity Home Spectators will be directed to the lower bowl on 
the east side of the Main Gym.  Home fans will exit throgh the (B4) doors.  Visitors will exit through the (B7) doors.    

 Every spectator MUST conduct a symptom assessment prior to coming to the athletic event.  

 Every spectator MUST have a ticket either printed or on their phone to scan. 

 All spectators MUST be in masks before, during and after the contest. 

 All spectators MUST be seated unless using the restroom or exiting the stadium. 

 All spectators MUST practice social distancing when seated by being at least 6 feet away from the nearest group of spectators.  

 All spectators MUST follow the one way directions when they are walking. 

 All spectators MUST practice proper hygiene and wash their hands when using the restroom.  

 All spectators MUST enter and exit the event without gathering or congregating. 

 Any spectator who is NOT FOLLOWING these guidelines may be asked to leave the athletic event. 

Seating rows for spectators will have every other row marked off to ensure more distance between groups of spectators – (6FT.) The Hilliard 

Davidson Athletic Department will to do everything possible to ensure that our athletes and coaches get to have their seasons.  Please adhere to 

all guidelines and protocols in place to help with their continued season and ensure your attendance at our home events. 


